We argue that traditional sequencing technology developed in the field of intelligent tutoring systems could find an immediate place in largescale web-based education. This paper discusses two models that have been explored by the authors -the dynamic course generation system DCG and the concept-based course maintenance system CoCoA. DCG includes components for domain authoring and for automatic generation of adaptive courses on the WWW. It allows automatic generation of individualised courses according to the learner's goal and previous knowledge, and can dynamically adapt the course according to the learner's success in acquiring knowledge. . CoCoA can check the consistency and quality of a course at any moment of its life and also assists course developers in some routine operations.
Introduction
Course sequencing is a well-established technology in the field of intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs). The idea of course sequencing is to generate an individualised course for each student by dynamically selecting the most optimal teaching operation (presentation, example, question, or problem) at any moment. By optimal teaching operation we mean an operation that in the context of other available operations brings the student closest to the ultimate learning goal. Most often, the goal is to learn the required set of knowledge up to a specified level in a minimal amount of time. However, it is easy to imagine other learning goals, such as minimising student error rates in problem solving.
An ITS with course sequencing represents knowledge about the subject as a network of concepts where each concept represents a small piece of subject knowledge. The learning material is stored in a database of teaching operations. Each teaching operation is indexed by the concepts it deals with. The driving force behind any sequencing mechanism is a student model that is a weighted overlay of the domain model -for every domain model concept it reflects the current level of student knowledge about it. Using this model and some teaching strategy a sequencing engine can decide which one of the many teaching operations stored in the database is the best for the student given his or her level of knowledge and educational goal.
Various approaches to sequencing were explored in numerous ITS projects. The majority of existing ITSs can sequence only one kind of teaching operation. For example, a number of sequencing systems including the oldest sequencing systems [1, 2] and some others [3] [4] [5] can only manipulate the order of problems or questions, an approach usually called task sequencing. A number of systems can do sequencing of lessons -reasonably big chunks of educational material complete with presentation and assessment [6, 7] . The most advanced systems are able to sequence several kinds of teaching operations such as presentation, examples, and assessments [8] [9] [10] .
One could say that sequencing is an excellent technology for distance education. Indeed, sequencing is now the most popular technology in research-level web-based ITS [11] . However, there is a significant difference between the systems used in large-scale web-based education and research-level systems, even if we only consider research systems that were used to teach real classes such as ELM-ART [12] and 2L670 [13] . In a modern, large-scale web-based education context a single course provider operates tens to hundreds of courses that have to be delivered to thousands of students grouped into classes. The biggest concern of a provider is the problem of maintenance. To avoid problems with installation, support and training, all serious providers of multiple web-based education (WBE) systems tend to choose one single course management system (CMS).
Usually the providers choose modern commercial CMSs such as TopClass [14] , BlackBoard [15] or webCT [16] that can support the main needs of a course provider from course material delivery to discussion forums to generation of various course reports. Unfortunately, current CMS systems leave no space for dynamic sequencing. The course model behind the majority of these systems is a static sequence (or a tree) of modules followed by static quizzes and assignments. Even the most advanced CMS systems such as TopClass never go beyond the classic computer-assisted instruction approach (CAI). This approach offers some limited ways to change the student's path through the material on the basis of his or her performance on a quiz. This static structure contradicts the traditional sequencing approach that accepts no predefined structure and instead builds the sequence on the fly, presenting the student with one teaching activity at a time.
Could we find any use for the course sequencing ideas in this rigid context of largescale web-based education? Our answer is 'yes'. The goal of this paper is to present three approaches that make it possible to use the benefits of adaptive sequencing in the context of practical web-based courses delivered through a standard CMS system.
Three approaches for the use of course sequencing in the context of large-scale web-based education
The first approach that we describe is to use a course sequencing mechanism as the core of a course maintenance system for traditional statically sequenced courses developed by a team of authors. The idea is simple. Since a sequencing mechanism can evaluate several possible options for the 'next steps' (i.e., presentation, example, assignment) and select the best one, it can also check whether the 'next step' predefined by the author in a traditionally developed course is a good one. If the next step is not really appropriate, the mechanism can report problems. For example, it can find a situation when an assessment requires knowledge that has not been presented yet or, vice versa, when the presented knowledge is never assessed. This kind of course consistency checking is necessary for any serious course development team. Large-scale modern courses include hundreds to thousands of learning items that are produced by a team of developers. Throughout the lifespan of a course it could be updated and restructured several times. A concept-based course maintenance system is as important for courseware engineering as a version tracking system is for software engineering. The strength of this first approach is that it can be used with any existing course and provide visible benefits. Its weakness is that the main benefit of dynamic sequencing -the ability to adapt the course to an individual student -is not applied here. This approach is implemented in the CoCoA system described in Section 4 of this paper. A more progressive way of developing web-based courses, one that is growing in popularity, supports courseware reusability [17] . It assumes that courses are developed from reusable content objects that are stored in special pools and databases. The coming generation of CMSs provides stronger support for courseware reuse, thereby enabling authors to produce new courses from existing material faster. One of the major goals of courseware reuse is to support course customisation, i.e., by producing several versions of the same course, from the same rich set of learning objects, but targeted to different audiences. This context provides a fertile ground for another sequencing approachadaptive courseware generation.
The idea of adaptive courseware generation is to generate a course suited to the needs of the students before they encounter it. Instead of generating a course incrementally, as in a traditional sequencing context, the whole course could be adaptively generated in one shot. This approach has several strong advantages. First, it can deliver an impressive level of adaptivity for small homogeneous groups of students by taking into account their learning goals and starting level of knowledge. Second, since all students will be following the same course, the shared context will allow them to communicate and learn from each other. Third, since a course generated in this way is static, it can be delivered by a regular CMS. The weakness of this approach is that the courses produced by one-shot generation are not as adaptive as incrementally sequenced courses. This approach is supported by the DCG system [10] by 'switching off' the dynamic re-planning option. This system is presented in section 3 of this paper. Similar one-shot customised course generation approaches were suggested in [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The last of the approaches that we are suggesting is dynamic courseware generation. As in the previous approach, the goal of dynamic courseware generation is to generate an individualised course taking into account a specific learning goal and the initial level of the student's knowledge. The difference is that the system with dynamic generation observes and adapts to student progress with the generated course. If the student's performance does not meet expectations, the course is dynamically re-planned. The benefit of this approach is that it applies as much adaptivity to an individual student as possible in the context of CMSs. Through dynamic regeneration each student is able to get a highly personalised course for his/her needs. Between regenerations, the course stays static and can be delivered with any CMS. This approach is well suited for individual students taking a self-study distance-learning course. These students can be employees in an organisation who have different experience and background knowledge, or students in an online university with different ages, backgrounds and goals. An appropriate solution would be to generate a fully individualised course. Such a course would be specifically generated to take into account the students' existing knowledge, goals, and timeframe, adapting dynamically to their difficulties and rate of progress. DCG, proposed in 1992 [10] , allows this type of dynamic courseware generation. Note that for a class-or group-based education, the use of the individualised generation approach requires some coordination of the planning mechanism on the group level. This is necessary to ensure reasonable group cohesion (for example, on the level of lectures or other large course fragments), while still allowing for individual variation in the paths followed by the students.
The goal of this paper is to promote the approaches listed above. In the next two sections we present the two systems --CoCoA and DCG --that can successfully apply course sequencing in the context of practical web-based education. In the following chapter we analyse common features of these systems to stress key steps towards using sequencing in practical web-based education. In our conclusion, we analyse differences between the systems and speculate about the future of course sequencing techniques in the context of large-scale web-based courses. We consider the approaches introduced to be an important evolution from the currently dominant static web-based courses to the more flexible and adaptive web courseware of the future.
DCG -dynamic generation of customised courses
The Dynamic Course Generation system (DCG) is a compromise between an ITS and a traditional CAI approach. It uses a concept structure as domain knowledge representation. A course generated by DCG looks like a traditional structured course. However, this course is generated individually for every student to achieve a certain learning goal (a concept or topic that has to be learned). The generation takes into account the already existing knowledge of the student and can accommodate differences in the individual's way and pace of acquiring the material.
The core of the DCG architecture is the explicit representation of the domain concept structure, separated from the teaching materials and pedagogical tasks [23, 10] . The DCG uses a structure of concepts (represented as a set of rules) as a roadmap to generate a plan of the course. Given a certain goal concept that the learner wants to acquire and a student model containing the concepts already known by the learner (initialised with a pre-test), a planner component searches for a route that connects the concepts known by the learner with the goal concept. The learner sees a sequence of teaching materials related to each concept from the plan. At every point the learner can be tested on his/her knowledge of the current concept by presenting a set of test items. A student model is created for every learner. This model is a numeric overlay on the concept structure, i.e. the student's knowledge of each concept is represented as a number within a certain interval. If the learner is not able to achieve the threshold score for a given concept that is needed to proceed further towards the goal, a new plan is constructed. The new plan avoids the difficult concept.
In the next sections, the architecture and functionality of the DCG are presented in more detail.
Content representation and dynamic planning
The Domain Structure contains the concept/topic structure of the subject knowledge to be taught. It is represented as an AND/OR graph. The nodes represent the elements of knowledge (concepts, topics, rules etc.). If two nodes A and B are connected with a third one, C, with an 'AND' arc, this means that both nodes A and B have to be taught when following the arcs from C. Otherwise, they would be considered as alternatives, i.e. there is a choice of nodes to be taught, either A or B. The arcs in the graph represent relationships between the concepts. These relationships can have various semantics. For example, if nodes A and B are connected with node C with an AND-relationship of type 'aggregation', this means that C contains sub-components A and B. If they are connected with an OR-relationship of type 'generalisation', this means that C is a general concept with possible instances A or B. There are many other possible semantic relationships, for example, causal, temporal, analogy, simple prerequisite, etc.
The simplest way to define a Domain Structure is to use only one possible semantic relationship, for example, to link domain concepts/topics with prerequisite links. In this way one obtains a curriculum-like structure that can be used to guide the sequencing of content. This structure was proposed first in [24] and can be seen appearing in the literature under different names: content model [25] , pedagogical structure of the domain [26, 27] , or pedagogical content knowledge [28, 29] .
It is possible to organise the domain concepts/topics into a set of smaller, possibly interrelated AND/OR-graphs, representing relatively independent sub-areas of the domain, different 'views', or different levels of granularity.
Every node and every link from the Domain Structure is associated with a set of teaching materials (TMs), which instantiate different ways to teach the concept/topic (e.g. introduce, explain, give an example, exercise, or test). The Domain Structure is used for creating a plan of the course contents (a sub-graph of Domain Structure) to achieve a given teaching goal (concept). This plan is called 'Content Plan' and the process -'Content Planning'. During course execution TMs are selected by different instructional tasks to teach the concepts/topics to the student.
The teaching materials contain presentation and testing-units that carry out the communication with the student, i.e. they are in fact what the student sees on the screen.
Each TM is focused on a given concept or relationship. The TMs are classified according to their pedagogical function. Examples of types of TMs that can be used to teach a concept include an introduction, a motivating problem, an explanation, a help item, an exercise, or a test. In this sense TMs are equivalent to the 'instructional primitives' in Van Marcke's GTE system [30] . TMs carry out a dialogue with the student. For example, exercises and tests are represented with a set of smaller units providing a pre-stored correct answer to the exercise/test, hint or help, explanation, eventually intermediate stages of solving the problem, etc. TMs of type 'test' have in addition two associated weights denoting to what extent the student's correct/incorrect answer means that the student knows/doesn't know the concept(s), which they are supposed to test. The TMs are also classified with respect to the media they use, i.e. textual, graphical image, animation, video etc.
Planning the presentation of a given concept
The DCG content planner by itself cannot decide how to present the selected contents (the current concept or relation) to the learner, i.e. what pedagogical type of TMs to select, or how to sequence several TMs to teach a given concept. . For this purpose another planning process in the DCG creates a presentation plan for each concept. This planning process uses a graph-representation of Teaching Tasks (see Figure 1 ) similar to the one proposed by Van Marcke [30] , which expresses pedagogical knowledge, of how to teach a concept. Like the Domain Structure, the instructional task decompositions can be represented with AND/OR graphs, however, here the nodes represent teaching tasks and the links -task-decomposition methods. The AND-links in the teaching task structure represent links to sub-tasks of a certain task according to a certain task-decomposition method. The OR-links correspond to alternative task-decomposition methods. For example, Fig. 1 represents the generic task 'Give exercise' which can be decomposed into a sequence of the following sub-tasks: 'Make exercise', 'Verify', 'Remedy' (adapted from Van Marcke [30] ). The sub-task 'Remedy' can be decomposed in different ways according to different methods (OR-types of links shown in Figure 1 with dotted lines) .
A set of Teaching Rules manages the selection of content and presentation plans according to the cognitive style or learning preferences of the student [31, 32] . Most of the rules are generic (i.e. domain independent).
DCG first decides which concepts will be taught, i.e. dynamically creates a content plan of the course. The representation of instructional tasks and methods allows the system to plan dynamically how to present the contents related to the current concept in a way suited to the learner, i.e. what types of TMs to select and how to sequence them. The full DCG architecture including pedagogical planning of the presentation is shown in Figure 2 . 
Dynamic course re-planning
During the presentation of the course to the student, if the student answers the test items correctly, i.e. demonstrates that he/she has acquired the concepts, he/she progresses along the course and no changes to the course are necessary. However, if the student fails to demonstrate knowledge of a concept, a re-planning of the course follows. Re-planning takes place first at the presentation level, i.e. an alternative sequence of teaching materials or pedagogical method for presentation of the concept is shown to the student. If the student fails again, the content planner generates a new sequence of concepts leading to the goal concept, starting from the current state of student knowledge as recorded in the student model.
Implementation and deployment of DCG
The modularity of the architecture allows the use of the system in various modes:
• 'one-shot' planning -creating a content plan for a student with particular existing knowledge and a teaching goal and no further adaptation to his/her individual progress during the course
• dynamic planning -creating a content plan as in the one-shot planning, but with the possibility to re-plan the contents of the course (i.e. the concepts/topics taught) during execution, if the student is not able to acquire a certain concept.
The DCG was implemented in several domains in the period 1995-97, including teaching about the structure and functioning of a simple electric toaster, teaching the theory of jazz, case-based medical diagnosis and training mechanical skills (typewriting). The platform was IBM PC 486 in a MS-Windows environment. The planner was implemented in C++ and the interfaces (authoring, student) -in OpenScript. Asymetrix ToolBook© was used as an authoring tool for creating the TMs since it allowed a fairly easy creation of TMs with advanced graphics and multimedia. In order to evaluate the effort spent for creating an hour of instruction, the time spent for authoring was divided by the sum of the durations of all possible courses that can be generated by the system (with all possible teaching goals and several typical initial states of knowledge of students). Different results were obtained for the different domains, but all of them were less than 20 hours of authoring for one hour of instruction. This is quite a favourable result even in comparison with traditional CAL courseware, and especially in comparison with authoring for ITS, since the lowest average time of design and authoring for one hour of intelligent instruction quoted by different authors is around 100 hours. If the Domain Structure allows for the generation of numerous alternative courses for different goals, the extra effort required to design and edit the Domain Structure seems well justified.
The one-shot and the dynamic modes of DCG were implemented and used successfully in a web-based educational system [33, 34] . In this system, the planner, the domain knowledge structure and the permanent student model reside on the server. The student downloads an executor on the client together with the course plan and the TMs, which are web pages, spread throughout the WWW. The executor presents the TMs according to the plan and creates a temporary student model on the client, which tracks the progress of the student through the session.
The DCG on the web worked in the domain of 'computer based training' (Figure 3 ) and the authoring effort was approximately the same as in the full version -18 hours of authoring for one hour of instruction. Concept-based Courseware Analysis (CoCoA) is a course maintenance system developed at Carnegie Technology Education (http://www.carnegietech.org/). CoCoA can check the consistency and quality of a course at any moment of the course life and also assist course developers in some routine operations. The core of this system is a coursesequencing engine that works in an 'inverted way' to analyse the quality of sequencing in a static human-authored course. As in many other sequencing systems, the key to the sequencing power of CoCoA is a structured domain model and a refined approach to indexing the course material.
Domain modelling and content indexing
The core of the CoCoA framework is a domain model made of concepts -the elementary pieces of domain knowledge. The size of a concept is not fixed and may depend on the course. The course concepts are connected to form a heterarchy (it is not a hierarchy since it has a number of root nodes, each forming an overlapping hierarchy). To simplify the domain model authoring the concepts are connected using one non-typed parent-child link. This link has to express the value usually expressed by 'part-of' and 'attribute-of' links. The meaning of this link is simple -the knowledge of a parent concept is the sum of knowledge of child concepts plus some 'integration' knowledge. Creating a parent-child network without the need to type links is relatively easy.
The domain concepts in CoCoA are used to index the course content, i.e. to connect elements of learning material called learning items (somewhat similar to the TMs in DCG) with the domain knowledge. There are several possible ways to index the content varying from very advanced and powerful to very simple.
The CoCoA approach is an extension of plain prerequisite-outcome concept indexing that was used in systems like Piano-Tutor [7] or InterBook [35] . Plain prerequisiteoutcome indexing associates a teaching operation with two sets of concepts -prerequisite and outcome concepts. This approach does not distinguish among different types of teaching operations and allows only two roles in which a concept can be involved in a teaching operation: prerequisite and outcome. It also does not take into account relationships between concepts. Plain indexing has shown to be useful in simple domains or with coarse-grain level of domain modelling (all systems with plain indexing known to us to date use about 50 concepts).
The CoCoA approach uses relationships between concepts and two extensions of plain indexing: typed items and advanced concept roles. Typed items let the system distinguish among several types of teaching operations. Advanced concept roles can specify more roles of the learning items in regard to concepts. CoCoA is able to distinguish among several kinds of learning items -presentations, examples, assignments, and multiple-choice questions. The type of an item is a part of the index for the item. Concept-role pairs form the rest of the index. Four kinds of roles are used in CoCoA (in comparison with only two in InterBook and Piano-Tutor): light prerequisite, strong prerequisite, light outcome and strong outcome. Strong prerequisite or strong outcome means that 'deep' knowledge of a concept is demanded or produced by a learning item, while a light prerequisite or outcome deals with surface knowledge of a concept. These four roles were introduced to accommodate the needs of real courses.
Typed items and advanced concept roles let the course developer specify more knowledge about the content and support more powerful algorithms. The negative side of these extensions is increased authoring time. The increased authoring time could be a problem for a 'traditional' (single teacher) context of course development but it is justified in a context of large-scale web-based education. Here indexing expenses constitute a small fraction of overall course development expenses and are repaid by the possibility of helping course designers with developing and modifying courses. The rest of this section describes several kinds of courseware checking that were developed in the CoCoA system. All these kinds are powered by the rich knowledge representation described above and course sequencing algorithms.
Inverted sequencing for courseware engineering
Prerequisite checking. Prerequisite checking is one of the key benefits of concept indexing. It is important for original course design as well as for a redesign when learning items are moved or changed. With multiple-level indexing we are able to check prerequisites for all learning items. In CoCoA, prerequisite checking for linear courses is performed by a sequencing engine that simulates the process of teaching with an overlay student model. It starts with an empty overlay model, scans learning items in the order specified by the author, updates the student model, and checks the match between the current state of the model and each subsequent item. The following prerequisite consistency rules can be checked:
• Presentation prerequisites: a presentation item can be understood because all prerequisite concepts are already presented up to the required level.
• Question prerequisites: all concepts involved in all questions designed for a presentation page are learned at least up to the advanced level when the page is completed.
• Example prerequisites: all concepts involved in an example are learned to the required level within the section where the example is presented or before; strong prerequisite concepts are learned at least up to the advanced level, weak prerequisite concepts are learned at least up to the surface level.
• Exercise prerequisites: at the point where an exercise is presented, all strong prerequisite concepts are learned and demonstrated with examples, all weak prerequisite concepts are either learned or demonstrated with examples.
The prerequisite checking on the level of course items is especially important for programming courses that usually have very few direct prerequisite relationships between concepts. Since most programming concepts could be introduced independently from other concepts, there are many conceptually possible ways to teach the same subject. However, adopting a particular approach to teaching the subject usually results in invisible indirect prerequisites 'hardwired' into educational material. One example of indirect prerequisites is presentation-level prerequisites: a concept A does not depend on concept B, but the method of presentation of A chosen by the author required understanding of B. For example, an author may decide to present 'for loop' in comparison with 'while loop', thus creating an indirect prerequisite link from 'while loop' to 'for loop'. Another case is example-level or problem-level prerequisites. A concept A does not depend on concept B and could be learned either before or after B.
However, in the current course material all available examples or exercises that use B also include A. As a result, the material requires A to be learned before B. All these kinds of prerequisites are very hard for developers to keep in mind. The only way to ensure that the course is built or redesigned with no prerequisite conflicts is careful prerequisite checking.
Finding content 'holes'. A failure to meet the prerequisites could mean either a problem with structure (the item that could meet the prerequisite does exist in the courses but is placed after the item being checked) or a problem with content (no item to cover the prerequisite). The system can distinguish these two cases and provide a helpful report of a problem. While the former problem could often be resolved by restructuring the material, the latter indicates a need to expand the course material.
Consolidation of presentations.
In a well-designed course each concept has to be fully presented in a single place (subsection or section). It is the place where the student will be returning to refill the gaps in his/her knowledge of a concept. This place is called the concept host section. A concept could be introduced before its host section (to enable the student to learn or practice other concepts), but never more than twice and not after the full presentation. The system can check these rules using indexing. Guidelines for question design. By matching concepts presented in a section and concepts assessed by the section question pool it is easy to identify a set of concepts that cannot be assessed. The identified deficit could drive the question design process. The same procedure can also ensure that the questions in the pool are reasonably evenly distributed among the section concepts (to avoid the situation where, for example, 80% of the questions are testing 20% of the concepts).
Matching presentations with examples and exercises.
It is possible to check to what extent examples and exercises match their place in the course and to what extent they cover the presented content. This checking can be done by matching the set of concepts presented in the section with the joint sets of goal concepts of exercises and examples located in this section. In an ideal situation each section should present, demonstrate (by examples) and assess (by exercises) the same sets of concepts. If there are too many concepts that are presented but not covered by examples or exercises, the coverage is low. If there are too many concepts that are covered by exercises or examples but not presented in the section (if there is no prerequisite conflict they could be simply presented in previous sections) then the relevance is low. A minor mismatch between presentations, examples, and concepts is not a problem, but a major mismatch in either direction is a sign of a poorly designed section and an indication that something has to be redesigned.
Checking course design goals against the real course. An author could start the course design with a design document that lists all essential concepts to be introduced in each section. The design document could be stored separately from the course. The system can check how the real course matches the original design by comparing where the author planned to introduce the key concepts and where they were really introduced; how the set of target concepts is supported by questions, examples and exercises.
Presentation density and sectioning. While different concepts may require different amounts of presentation, the conceptual complexity of a content fragment could be measured by the number of concepts presented in it. By controlling the number of concepts presented in each section we can identify two types of problems: presentation density, where too many concepts are presented in a relatively short section, and uneven distribution of content where the number of concepts presented in subsections of the same level significantly differs.
Controlling the difficulty of examples and exercises. Prerequisite indexing of exercises
and examples specifies minimal preparatory requirements for the concept level. It is normal, however that when starting an exercise or an example some concepts have a higher knowledge level than is demanded by prerequisites. For example, a strong prerequisite concept of an example has to be learned up to the advanced level. In real life, a student can encounter this exercise when he or she has already seen several examples with this concept or even solved an exercise involving this concept. In this situation, the exercise is easier for that student. Generally, we can estimate the difficulty of a learning item by measuring the difficulty difference between the target state of the goal concepts and the starting state. If all goal concepts of an exercise have already been used in earlier solved exercises, the exercise is quite simple. If none of them has been used in examples, the exercise is very difficult. Thus, the difficulty of an exercise is not a constant -it depends on the placement of the exercise in the course. It makes sense to control the difficulty of examples and exercises to make sure that no example or exercise is too simple or too difficult. There is research evidence that there exists an optimal difficulty of a learning item for each individual student (i.e., that the student learns best when he or she is presented with learning items of near optimal difficulty). It is quite likely that different groups of users can handle different difficulties. CoCoA's tools for controlling the difficulty of examples and exercises could be used for making courses with levels of difficulty targeted at different categories of users.
Implementation and first experience
The first version of the system was developed in Java and evaluated on real courses developed by Carnegie Technology Education (CTE) in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University faculty. With the help of the system it was possible to find and fix a number of problems. The first version supported prerequisite checking, finding content 'holes', consolidation of presentations and question placement and repositioning. Since the original learning contents in CTE courses were not indexed with metadata and the CMS used by CTE had no place for them, CoCoA required the author to specify the course structure along with concept tags in a separate file. The situation with question indexing was different -here concept tags were stored as parts of the questions. Various checking procedures could be called using a Java command line interface.
The first version of the system was used to check two real courses. While the system turned out to be very useful, we encountered a problem. In addition to revealing a substantial number of real large and small hidden problems the system has also reported a number of problems that no real teacher would consider a problem. It turned out that the course consistency rules behind the system are too rigid. In real life teachers and students can tolerate a number of small inconsistencies in the course. Moreover, in some cases the course may be designed formally 'inconsistent' for a reason. A teacher may want to provoke student thinking by presenting an example that is based on material that has not yet been presented, but could be understood by analogy with the learned material. To respond to this problem, the second version of the system applied colour coding in the course problem report (Figure 4 ). In particular, messages that report real problems in the course are coloured red -not to be missed. On the other hand, messages reporting problems that often may be tolerable are coloured green. We used three to four colours in our reports. Studying the common parts of these two systems is important in understanding which components are required of any sequencing system to be used in large-scale web-based education. The most important similarity can be seen in knowledge structuring used by DCG and CoCoA to represent knowledge about the domain to be taught and the learning material. The heart of both DCG and CoCoA knowledge representation is a structured domain model that is composed of a set of small domain knowledge elements (DKEs). Each DKE represents an elementary fragment of knowledge for the given domain. This model is used in all known sequencing engines. In different systems DKEs are named differentlyconcepts, knowledge items, topics, knowledge elements, learning objectives, learning outcomes, but in all cases they denote elementary fragments of domain knowledge. For simplicity, we will be calling these DKE concepts. Depending on the domain, the application area, and the choice of the designer, concepts can represent bigger or smaller pieces of domain knowledge (see Figure 5) . Domain concepts form a domain model. The simplest form of the domain model is a model without links between concepts. We call it a set model or vector model since the set of concepts has no internal structure. In the more advanced kind of domain model, concepts are related to each other, thus forming a kind of semantic network. This network represents the structure of the domain covered by a system or a course. We call this kind of model a network model (Figure 6 ). Note that both DCG and CoCoA use a network domain model (AND-OR graph in the case of DCG and heterarchy in the case of CoCoA). While a vector model can also be applied for sequencing needs [7, 35] , a network model is more powerful and has a wider applicability. The second key to sequencing is a connection between domain model concepts and fragments of learning material, called teaching materials in DCG and learning items in CoCoA. For a sequencing engine, the fragments of learning material are not black boxes as they are in traditional courses, but teaching tools that the engine can skilfully handle. The sequencing engine sees the knowledge behind the teaching material. This is possible since every fragment is connected (or indexed) with elements of domain knowledge, i.e., with concepts. There are many known ways of indexing -a review can be found in [36] . For the purpose of this paper it is enough to distinguish two major approaches: single-concept indexing in which each fragment of educational material is related to one and only one domain model concept (Figure 7) , and multi-concept indexing in which each fragment can be related to many concepts ( Figure 6 ). While DCG uses single-concept indexing, CoCoA uses multi-concept indexing. This choice does not stem from differences between the applications of the systems, but rather reflects two different indexing approaches explored by the authors in the past [8, 10] . Both approaches are popular in various sequencing systems. Single-concept indexing is simpler and more intuitive for the authors. Multi-concept indexing is more powerful, but it makes the system more complex and requires more highly skilled authoring teams. It is probably a good idea to choose single-concept indexing whenever it is meaningful from the educational point of view (i.e., in smaller systems and simpler domains). At the same time, in many cases, using multi-concept indexing is imposed by the nature of the domain. For example, in programming and mathematics, elementary constructs and operators are often selected as domain model concepts. In that case a hypermedia system that needs to have reasonably precise indexing must use a multi-concept indexing approach, since most examples and problems involve several constructs and operators.
The final touch in knowledge representation is to represent more knowledge about fragments of learning material in addition to their connection to concepts. Some advanced sequencing systems represent and use different additional information such as duration, complexity, or type of a learning item (Figure 7) . Of all these, both CoCoA and DCG choose to represent one aspect -the (pedagogical) type of the item, i.e., a presentation, an introduction, a question, an example, a test item, etc. While the use of this information in CoCoA and DCG is quite different, both authors believe that knowing the type of every learning item is very beneficial for both dynamic sequencing and consistency checking. Besides, this kind of knowledge is very easy for an author to provide. The three types of knowledge about the domain and the learning material listed above are used in many (though not all) known sequencing engines and the authors believe that they are essential for making sequencing work in the context of large-scale web-based education.
6 The future of course sequencing in practical web-based education This paper presents three meaningful approaches for using sequencing technologies in the context of practical web-based education: two of them based on dynamic planning of the course content and presentation as in DCG, and one based on the sequencing technique to verify the consistency of traditionally authored courses, as in CoCoA.
In this paper we demonstrate that despite the sharp difference between the modern CMSs currently used to create and host the majority of web-based courses and the 'intelligent' systems with course sequencing, there are several ways to use adaptive course sequencing in modern web-based education. Another issue, however, is whether and when this will happen. In this context, it is important to consider the differences between the three approaches presented in the paper.
There is no doubt that dynamic courseware generation in the form supported by the fully functional DCG system can provide most benefits by building a personalised course for every learner. At the same time, while the DCG approach fits technically to largescale WBE context, it has two problems. The first problem is that in most places webbased education is still class-based. A virtual class is still a class. The students from the same class have to learn the same material in about the same time and even take exams on the same date. As we noted in section 2, some advanced group-level planning coordination is required to make individually generated courses work in a class-based WBE. This kinds of 'group-coordinated individual generation is possible, but has not yet been developed and investigated. In this context a one-shot generation of a course adapted to a class of users provides a cheaper alternative. While the product of generation should be called 'customised course' rather than 'adaptive course', this approach allows a fair level of individualisation, especially in the case of reasonably homogeneous classes. We believe that systems that can produce courses on demand from the same body of teaching material would be very popular in the future, since they will enable a course provider to accommodate the needs of different customers at a fairly small cost.
Still, the major obstacle for both DCG and CoCoA is the initial knowledge representation (the concepts structure and indexing of teaching materials with respect to concepts, roles, etc.). Bootstrapping a system like DCG is quite expensive. To produce the first customised course, a provider needs to have a reasonably large database of well-indexed learning material (at least, two to three times larger than the size of a typical course being produced). The start-up price of developing and indexing a pool of rich course material could be an obstacle to using a DCG-like approach for a small company and it may not be a worthwhile investment for a small number of students or for a student population that is relatively homogeneous.
In this situation another difference between the three approaches has to be taken into account. The CoCoA approach requires minimal investment into preparation of an indexed material -only the items already included in the course have to be indexed. Moreover, the CoCoA approach can be used incrementally with partially indexed material. The larger the proportion of indexed material, the more problems could be discovered by CoCoA. Therefore it is likely that courseware-checking approaches similar to CoCoA will be the first to be used in the context of large-scale courses. They will provide an immediate benefit to the authoring teams. The outcome of this process is not only consistent courses of higher quality, but also a large volume of carefully indexed learning material.
The authors are very optimistic about the future of course sequencing approaches in large-scale web-based educational systems, since indexing learning materials with metadata is becoming an important trend in practical web-based education. This trend has been fuelled by recent works on courseware reuse, learning pools, learning object libraries and metadata standards [17, 37, 38] . We expect that large volumes of consistently indexed learning materials will decrease the bootstrapping cost for more flexible sequencing technologies. The course developers in large courseware publishing teams will realise the fact that when the variety of courses that can be generated can meet the various needs of the learners, the cost compares favourably to traditional authoring. We hope that this process will eventually lead to the acceptance of more flexible approaches in large-scale web-based education such as DCG-like adaptive course generation and full-scale courseware sequencing [8, 9] .
